Climb Comfortably with the NEW Buck ErgoBelt. Your Back Will Thank You!

The New Buck ErgoBelt - Model 4200
Buckingham Has Your Back!
Buckingham Introduces the next innovation in Linemen’s equipment. A modular body belt/harness with ergonomic
advantages. The Buck ErgoBelt has a removable lumbar pad that fits into the natural position of the spine. This lumbar support
relieves stress to the lower back when a lineman is in the work position on a pole. The addition of lumbar support and seat straps
with dee rings positioned for primary attachment provide ultimate comfort when used with the BuckSqueeze, or any other Wood
Pole Fall Restriction Device.
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A. Abdominal Stabilizer System
• Elastic Abdominal support belt
with hook and loop fastener keeps
belt positioned on user’s pelvis while
climbing.
B. Dee Ring Distributing Pads
• Designed to relieve concentrated pressure from the
heel of dee by disbursing pressure over a greater
area.
C. Equalization Strap
•Transfers users weight from back support to seat
section or seat section to back support.

D. Lumbar Pocket
• Removable lumbar pad for ideal back
support while climbing.
E. Harness Attachment Buckles
• Attach harness to belt with man rated
straps.
F. Removable Seat
• Connects to back pad using steel interlocking T
buckles.
• Allows the BuckSqueeze to connect to the lower D
rings for increased comfort while climbing.
• The combination of support between the hips and
the lumbar area of the back provides ultimate comfort
and support.
• Seat D rings can adjust fore and aft for ideal
placement and comfort while climbing.

Ergonomic & Versatile

Not only is the New Buck ErgoBelt comfortable, it is versatile! Any
harness can be configured to attach to the belt. Simply add option
4C to the model number to incorportate the interlocking buckles. For
example:
Popular ‘H’ Style Models

Popular ‘X’ style Models

•68D98C74CO-SIZE

•603S8C74C0K1-SIZE

•68D7G8C74COK1-SIZE

•603S8C74C0K1-SIZE
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Ergonomic Innovation for Elevation!
Buckingham’s Commitment to Injury Prevention:

Since 1896 Buckingham Manufacturing has been a leader in innovation PPE solutions.
In 2007 Buckingham Manufacturing teamed up with COR Ergonomic Solutions, an ergonomic training
and consulting company, to collaborate on the first ergonomically designed fall protection harness
system used by those working in elevated locations. The result was the Ergovation® harness system.
Extensive research went into the development of this fall protection system. Through this investment
in innovative, ergonomic product research, development and design, Buckingham manufacturing
is proud to now offer a full range of ergonomically designed products specific to tradesmen such as utility linemen,
tower workers, rope access technicians, and arborists.

Ergonomic Innovation for Elevation!

Ergonomics is the study of how the workplace and
equipment can best be designed for comfort, safety
and productivity. Buckingham initiated a study with Dr.
Amanda Carpenter and Ed Carpenter to analyze the
strain a lineman experiences when executing a job while
in the work position on a pole. Traditional linemen’s belts
are worn around the lower hips and buttock as seen in
the picture to the far right. Dr. Carpenter immediately
noted that wearing the body belt around the buttocks
while in the work position, and with pressure applied
creates a curve in the lower back causing stress to the
lower vertebrae. And, if lifting heavy objects while in this
position, increases the amount of stress to the area. The
The Buck ErgoBelt Model 4200
Buck ErgoBelt supports and cushions the lower back
while performing strenuous tasks.

Traditional Lineman's Belt

Sizing the Buck ErgoBelt and Buck LineBacker
To size the Buck ErgoBelt, Buck LineBacker and the Buck LineBacker Deluxe for
proper fit, the ‘A’ and ‘B’ measurements are required:
• Measurement ‘A’ is measured approximately 2” above waist and from center
of hip bone (seam of shirt) around the small of the back to the center of hip
bone (seam of shirt) on other side.
• Measurement ‘B’ is from center of navel around the small of the back
to the center of navel. Measurement ‘B’ is taken in the same location as
measurement ‘A’.
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